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2015/2016 SCORECARD – MEXICO   

 
Produced in collaboration with the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and FOMIN since 2006, the 
LAVCA Scorecard on the Private Equity and Venture Capital Environment in Latin America 
reflects ongoing regional regulators efforts to foster a stable climate for PE/VC investments. 
The Scorecard ranks 14 countries based on 13 indicators including taxation, minority 
shareholder rights, restrictions on institutional investors and capital markets development. 
 
In the case of Mexico, for the 2015/2016 Scorecard edition, the country had decreased its 

overall score from 67 to 65, ranking third among the Latin American countries.  

Overall Score 

 

 
† Flows of PE / Venture capital as % of GDP, 2014 

Source: 2015/2016 LAVCA Scorecard 

 
This score change is mainly due as a consequence of Mexico’s reform to the tax system which 

has had a largely negative impact on the PE/VC industry, resulting in a downgrade on the Tax 

treatment of PE/VC funds and investments indicator from 3 to 2. In terms of Laws on PE/VC 

fund formation and operation indicator, Mexico didn’t have any score changes but, it is still 

poorly ranked compared to other countries from the region, such as Brazil (score=4) and Chile 

(score=3). Mexico’s score in bankruptcy procedures and creditors’ rights, on the other hand, 

was upgraded as a result of financial sector reform. 
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Tax treatment of PE/VC funds and investments:  2 
 
With the impact of the 2013 reforms in tax law and tax enforcement being felt during 2014 in a 
mostly negative way, Mexico has been downgraded a score on this indicator.  Overall, the tax 
burden and rates have increased, deductions have decreased, and initial enforcement is 
perceived as somewhat discretionary.  The reform, effective January 1st 2014, eliminated the 
flat-rate corporate tax (impuesto empresarial de tasa única, or IETU) instituted in 2008 as well 
as maintained the standard corporate tax rate (impuesto empresarial sobre la renta, or ISR) at 
30% on an accrual-accounting basis, thus eliminating previously scheduled reductions of rates 
to 29% in 2014 and 28% in 2015. A new 10% withholding tax applies, from January 2014, to 
dividends paid by privately held Mexican companies to some resident and non-resident 
shareholders, though a company's net tax profit account balance as of end-2013 is 
grandfathered and gains can be offset by losses.   Also new from 2014, is a 10% tax on the sale 
by individuals of stocks traded on the Mexican exchange (Bolsa Mexicana de Valores based on 
net, inflation-adjusted gains. Other similar tax-like burdens includes legal entities’ obligation to 
share 10% of profits of pre-tax employees with their employees (PTU). CKD trusts (fideicomisos 
emisores) continue to be eligible to receive pass-through tax treatment if certain requirements 
are met; pension funds (AFORES) do not face income tax. Corporate capital gains on the sale of 
equity shares are taxed at the regular corporate rate.   
 

Tax treatment of PE/VC funds and investments 
2015/2016 Ranking 

 

 

 

Source: 2015/2016 LAVCA Scorecard 

 
  

    2015 Δ 

=1 Brazil 3 0 

=1 Costa Rica 3 0 

=1 Uruguay 3 0 

=4 Chile 2 -1 

=4 Colombia 2 0 

=4 Jamaica 2 n/a 

=4 Mexico 2 -1 

=4 Panama 2 0 

=9 Argentina 1 0 

=9 
Dominican 
Republic 

1 0 

=9 Peru 1 0 
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As a point of reference, the table below provides comments on Brazil’s tax treatment for PE/VC 
funds and investment: 

Country Rank Comments 

 
Brazil  

 
3 

 Foreign-exchange transactions carried out to invest in the Brazilian 
financial and capital markets are exempt from tax (IOF), including 
portfolio investments. 

 Foreign investment in regulated PE/VC funds (known as FIPs) is exempt 
from income and capital gains tax, after meeting certain requirements. 

 Dividends are not subject to withholding.  

 
 
Laws on PE/VC fund formation and operation: 2  
 
While it has become easier in regulatory terms to attract pension fund and other types of 
investment to PE/VC funds operating in Mexico, the process is still complex. Many fund 
managers continue to set up parallel vehicles to attract different types of investors.  CKDs 
(Certificados Bursátiles de Capital de Desarrollo) often use the specialised trust vehicle created 
in 2006 (fideicomisos de inversión de capital privado, FICAPs), which offers limited disclosure for 
invested firms, ease of fiscal transparency for national investors. FICAPs as stand-alone vehicles 
for fund-raising have remained limited.  Real estate and infrastructure funds called Fibras 
(fideicomisos de infraestructura y bienes raíces) have been buoyed by the 2013 lifting of 
restrictions on investment by pension funds in such instruments. Separate “funds of funds” 
have been increasingly active of late. A potential development anxiously sought by fund 
managers should be allowing pension funds (AFORES) to invest directly in private placements. 
 

Laws on PE/VC fund formation and operation 
2015/2016 Ranking 

 

 

 
Source: 2015/2016 LAVCA Scorecard 

    2015 Δ 

1 Brazil 4 0 

2 Chile 3 0 

=3 Colombia 2 -1 

=3 Costa Rica 2 0 

=3 
Dominican 
Republic 

2 0 

=3 Mexico 2 0 

=3 Panama 2 0 

=3 Peru 2 0 

=3 Uruguay 2 0 

10 Jamaica 1 n/a 

11 Argentina 0 -1 
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Mexico ranks 3rd on this indicator after Brazil and Chile mainly due to the complexity of the 
process to invest in Development Capital Certificates (CKDs) as compared to other country’s 
structures such as the FIEEs and FIPs in Brazil. 
 
The table below compares Brazil and Chile on this indicator: 
 

Country Rank Comments 

 
Brazil  

 
4 

 Brazil has two main fund frameworks: fundos mútuos de investimento em 
empresas emergentes (FIEEs), for VC, and fundos de investimento em 
partipacoes (FIPs) for PE funds. 

 Many fund managers also utilize offshore limited partnerships to structure 
funds. 

 In relation to funds raised in Brazil, it is important to note that, only qualified 
investors may participate in the FIEEs and FIPs. 

 
 
 

Chile 

 
 
 

3 

 A new Unified Funds Law enacted in January 2014 consolidates regulation of 
the funds industry (including PE/VC funds) in Chile. 

 Companies managing private investment funds, FIPs, have to register with the 
securities regulator and provide information, a requirement that existed in the 
past only for public investment funds which increases oversight and is slow and 
costly. 

 The additional time and expense of a feeder fund is still necessary in order to 
attract investment in such offshore funds by Chilean pension funds. 

 

 


